Abstract. The problem of enumerating partitions which satisfy a given partial order relation is reduced to the problem of enumerating permutations satisfying that relation. This theorem is applied to the enumeration of solid partitions; existing tables of solid partitions are extended.
A plane partition of n is an arrangement of nonnegative integers «00 «01 «02 «10 «11 «12
which sum to n, and which are nonincreasing in both rows and columns:
«.i = «.<)+i), «<j = «(i+nf.
For example, which he had previously verified by numerous empirical calculations, but which he had been unable to prove six months earlier [4] . In his enthusiasm he concluded his paper by saying, "We have evidently, potentially, the complete solution of the problem of three-dimensional partition, and it remains to work it out and bring it to the same completeness as has been secured in this Part for the problem in two dimensions. This will form the subject of Part VII of this Memoir." The problem of enumerating three-dimensional ("solid") partitions has never been resolved, however, and Part VII of MacMahon's classic Memoir never appeared. No constructive proof of MacMahon's formula for the two-dimensional case was known Table 1   0  1  2  3   4   5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28   c(n)   1  1  4   10  26  59  140  307  684  1464  3122  6500  13426  27248  54804  108802  214071  416849  805124  1541637  2930329  5528733  10362312  19295226  35713454  65715094  120256653  218893580  396418699   c'(n)   1  1  4   9  22   46  102  206  427  841  1658  3173  6038  11251  20807  37907  68493  122338  216819  380637  663417  1147033  1969961  3359677  5694592  9592063  16065593 [1] show that this formula gives the wrong answer for n = 6. In order to find out the true nature of c(ri), the only known approach is to prepare tables, by brute force, and to examine these tables with the hope of finding some pattern.
The purpose of this note is to describe a slightly sophisticated computational method for extending the existing tables of c(n), by showing how the coefficients d(n) in the formula
can be computed for small n. The computational technique we will discuss was essentially used by MacMahon [4] in his examination of the two-dimensional case, and later also in his preliminary study of solid partitions [5, pp. 360-373] . Since the ideas apply under fairly general circumstances, we will reformulate MacMahon's method for the case of arbitrary partially-ordered sets.
Theory. Let P be a set of elements that are partially-ordered by the relation -< and well-ordered by the total order relation <. We will assume that the partial order is embedded in the total order, in the sense that (2) x -< y implies x < y.
By a labelling of P we mean a function n(x) taking the elements of P into the set N of nonnegative integers, satisfying the two conditions (LI) x -< y implies n(x) ^ n(y).
(L2) Only finitely many x have n(x) > 0.
We wish to count the number of labellings of P satisfying certain restrictions.
It is not difficult to show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between labellings of P and pairs of sequences
where m^O, the n, are positive integers, and the x¡ are distinct elements of P, subject to the following two conditions: (51) For 1 ^ j é tn and x E P, x -< x¡ implies x = xf for some i < j.
(52) Xi > xi+1 implies «, > ni+1, for 1 ^ i < m. To construct such a correspondence, we may proceed as follows. Given a labelling, let «!, n2, • • ■ , nm be the nonzero labels in nonincreasing order, and let x< be such that n(Xi) = «<; the x's are arranged so that we put x before y when n(x) = niy) and x < y. Then (SI) is satisfied, since x -< x¡¡implies that n(x) ^ n(x¡) and x < x¡; and (S2) is satisfied, since n¡ = ni+i implies that x¡ < xi+x. Conversely, given sequences (3) satisfying (SI) and (S2) we define a labelling by setting n(x.) = n( for 1 â i á w and n(x) = 0 for all other x. Clearly (L2) is satisfied, and so is (LI), for if x -< y we have either n(x) ^ 0 = n(y) or y = x¡, x = x¡, i < j, n(x) = n¡ à ", = niy). It is easy to verify that these two constructions are inverses of each other, since (S2) and the relation nix,) = «, uniquely defines the sequence of x's.
For example, let P be the set of points \(i, j) | i, j E N] of the plane, subject to the partial order It is not difficult to verify that this process defines a one-to-one correspondence.
Let us say that a sequence of x's satisfying conditions (SI) and (S4) is a topological sequence, since such sequences arise in connection with "topological sorting" (see [3, pp. 258-268] ). The index of a topological sequence is defined to be Note that the sum of the p( is the sum of the n, diminished by the index; this is the only interdependence between the x's, the /?'s, and n. In summary, our observations have the following consequence: Theorem. Let P be an infinite partially-ordered set. There is a one-to-one correspondence between P-partilions ofn, and ordered pairs (x, p) where x = Xi, • • • , xm is a topological sequence and p = p\, p2, •■• is a partition (in the ordinary sense) of n -k, k the index of x.
Since the generating function for ordinary partitions is 1/(1 -z)(l -z2) • • • , we have Corollary. Let P be an infinite partially-ordered set; let s(n) be the number of P-partitions ofn, and let t(k) be the number of topological sequences ofP having index k.
Then,
Consequently, we can enumerate P-partitions by enumerating only the topological sequences, and the latter are easier to enumerate. Note that the definition of topological sequence involves an assumed well ordering <; but the corollary shows that the number of topological sequences of given index is independent of the well ordering. Therefore we can choose any convenient well-ordering relation (e.g., the lexicographic order in our examples) when doing the enumeration.
An Application. To find the number c(n) of solid partitions of n, let P be the set of three-dimensional lattice points comment plane of given move;
